If anyone is thinking of investing into the USA then I suggest a long learning
process . Perhaps even at least a weeks visit to the area your interested in . My
experiences have taken me to New york, Washington DC , Detroit , Orlando ,
Kissimmee , Valdosta , and all along the east coast viewing real estate and
speaking to as many people as possible . I refused to believe the claims and
boasts of several UK based companies selling USA investment property.
Basically they have hooked onto an easy selling process by hyping up property
that is at times over priced and with little white lies they sell these properties
with no guarantees and with very little cashflow and they have drawn out all the
value for themselves . Shocking and very upsetting for the people putting their
trust into these deals when the investor is faced with Bills and fees that were
never talked about. The reality often hits home only when the investor has lost
lots of money and the advisor then washes his hands of them as a client. The
money has been split between the USA agent and the UK self proclaimed expert.
I have seen and witnessed a lot of this and it hurts me when I see a family
having a USA investment dream being torn apart by lies greed and ignorance.
FACT . Every property when handled with openess and honesty has the potential
to make money over the long term. I believe that from day one the investor
should make more money then the agent. As an agent I am very happy to help
people save lots of money by keeping my commission low and even helping
getting the best deals when any work is required on the property.

Invest and enjoy the very best.
TRUST us , your'll be impressed.
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$179900 Kissimmee FOR SALE.
DAVENPORT VILLAS For Sale.
Century 21 office's opening in UK.
INSIDE this issue.
Property examples to show you
Exactly what is available in the USA .
Property is an great investment if you
research well and know exactly what
you are getting involved with. Dont let
greed and other people sell you
something where they make the
grestest profit and easy money from
your ignorance. I am here to help
assist and to give the the best deal.

A nation for your
V a c a t io n
Your ad or article
INSIDE our Mag.

CENTURY21 Office opening up in
my UK home town Doncaster !
A few weeks ago I found out that a century21 office was to
be opened in my UK based home town of Doncaster.
I have yet to meet the owner or the rest of the team
responsible but I am looking forward to meeting and sharing
my Century21 experience with them.
I know I am registered with an office in Florida,Kissimmee to
be exact , but I sincerely hope that I will be able to assist the
team on my doorstep promote Brand Century21 in the best
possible way. I am looking forward to finding out how
Century 21 UK is different from the office over in the USA
Kissimmee, perhaps we may be able to help each other.
USALocations.com
Here to help anyone with an
interest in the USA .
Investing or Vacating if we
can help in any way we will be
very happy to hear from you.
I am a fully licensed Property
salesperson SL3146306 for
Florida and my license is with
a
Century21
office
in
Kissimmee. Along H192 and
only a short drive to disney
and all the attractions. The
Office also makes great
Coffee.
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FLORIDA.
360 days sunshine a year ..
June July very warm humid and
takes a few days to get used to it.
If you have visited a very warm
and humid country before you will
know what I mean. Having
experienced the long drive from
Key west to detroit I know how the
weather and humidity varies very
much over the 1500 miles. The
reverse drive was better and as it
got warmer it was great to get
back into shorts and a t shirt
again. I suggest packing light for
Florida and enjoy the long humid
Days.
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$199'999 !
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$179'900 !
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